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HONOR SOCIETIES

ALPHA CHI NATIONAL COLLEGE HONOR SOCIETY (EPSILON CHAPTER)
SNHU is home to the Epsilon Chapter of Alpha Chi, the National Honor Society for liberal arts majors, which recognizes outstanding scholastic achievement, service, and character. Membership is open to liberal arts majors who have completed at least one half of the work required for a baccalaureate degree, rank in the top 10% of the class, and have earned cumulative GPA of 3.85 or above. Graduates wear blue and green cords. (Symbol: AC)

ALPHA PHI SIGMA HONOR SOCIETY (NU IOTA CHAPTER)
Alpha Phi Sigma is the National Criminal Justice Honor Society, offering membership to qualifying SNHU students with a GPA of 3.2 or higher within the Justice Studies, Policing and Law Enforcement, Crime and Criminology, Terrorism and Homeland Security, or Law and Legal Process programs. Members of SNHU’s Nu Iota Chapter wear blue and yellow cords at graduation, while executive board members don yellow and blue stoles. (Symbol: APS)

ALPHA SIGMA LAMBDA HONOR SOCIETY
Founded with the goal of helping non-traditional students connect and further their academic and career goals, Alpha Sigma Lambda is a national honor society recognizing adult learners who display outstanding academic achievement. Students must have completed a minimum of 24 graded semester hour credits at SNHU (with at least 12 in Liberal Arts/Sciences courses) and have a minimum 3.2 GPA. Graduates wear gold and burgundy cords. (Symbol: ASL)

DELTA MU DELTA HONOR SOCIETY (GAMMA NU CHAPTER)
Delta Mu Delta is an international honor society recognizing outstanding scholastic achievement among both undergraduate and graduate students pursuing business degree programs. To qualify for membership, students must display good character, have completed more than half of their degree program, achieve a GPA of at least 3.6, and be in the top 20% of their class. Members of SNHU’s Gamma Nu chapter wear gold and purple cords at graduation. (Symbol: DMD)

ETA SIGMA DELTA HONOR SOCIETY
An international hospitality management honor society, Eta Sigma Delta recognizes the academic and professional achievements of students pursuing hospitality management, tourism, and culinary arts degrees. Undergraduate students must achieve a cumulative GPA of at least 3.2, while graduate students must maintain a GPA of at least 3.5 to be eligible for membership. (Symbol: ESD)

NATIONAL SOCIETY OF COLLEGIATE SCHOLARS
The National Society of Collegiate Scholars (NSCS) is a non-profit honor society established to encourage and recognize academic achievement. Emphasizing scholarship, leadership, and service, NSCS accepts members who rank in the top 20% of their class, achieve a cumulative GPA of at least 3.4, and attend a college or university with an active NSCS chapter on campus. Membership is for life and is by invitation only. Graduates wear gold cords. (Symbol: CS)

NATIONAL SOCIETY OF LEADERSHIP AND SUCCESS
The nation’s largest leadership honor society, the National Society of Leadership and Success (NSL, S) provides a step-by-step program to help build leadership skills among its members. To be nominated for membership, undergraduate students must have a minimum 3.0 GPA, while graduate students must have a GPA of 3.5 and have completed nine credits. NSL, S members wear gray and black cords at graduation. (Symbol: LS)

ORDER OF OMEGA
The Order of Omega is an honor society exclusively for Greek Letter Organizations, and students who display strong leadership, character, and academic achievement. To be eligible for membership, students must be a junior or senior enrolled in a full-time undergraduate program, actively participate in a Greek organization on campus, maintain a GPA above the average Greek GPA, and display good character. Order of Omega members wear white and yellow cords at graduation, while executive board members wear white stoles with gold lettering. (Symbol: OO)
HONOR SOCIETIES

PHI THETA KAPPA HONOR SOCIETY

Phi Theta Kappa is an international honor society that recognizes and encourages scholarship among students in two-year associate degree programs. Dedicated to developing leadership, fellowship, and service opportunities, Phi Theta Kappa members must have completed at least 30 credits (15 at SNHU) as part of a two-year program and maintain a 3.5 GPA or higher. Members wear blue and yellow cords or a gold stole at graduation. (Symbol: PTK)

PI LAMBDA THETA

The most selective honor society for educators, Pi Lambda Theta recognizes the academic achievement and outstanding disposition of education students. Undergraduate students must achieve at least a 3.5 GPA to earn membership, while graduate students must achieve a GPA of 3.9. All members must demonstrate exceptional disposition throughout their academic program. Upon graduation, members wear gold cords. (Symbol: PLT)

PSI CHI HONOR SOCIETY

Psi Chi is an international honor society for psychology students and is designed to encourage, stimulate, and maintain excellence in the pursuit of academic achievement. Membership is open to undergraduate students enrolled in a psychology programs (major or minor) who have completed at least 45 credits (nine in psychology courses), have a minimum cumulative GPA of 3.2, and have a minimum GPA of 3.2 in psychology courses. Graduates wear blue and gray cords. (Symbol: PC)

SIGMA GAMMA TAU

Sigma Gamma Tau (SGT) is a national honor society for Aeronautical Engineering. It was founded at Purdue University in 1953 to offer appropriate recognition to persons of superior scholarship, outstanding character, and professional achievement in the field of Aeronautical Engineering. Today the society has about 50 chapters and 29,000 members. Undergraduate students who are in the upper third of the senior class, upper quarter of the junior class, or upper fifth of the sophomore class are eligible for membership. The society’s constitution allows chapters to be established only at universities which have ABET-accredited programs in Aerospace or Aeronautical Engineering. (Symbol: SGT)

SIGMA TAU DELTA HONOR SOCIETY (ALPHA PI PSI CHAPTER)

Sigma Tau Delta is an international English honor society, recognizing academic achievement among students enrolled in English Language and Literature and Creative Writing programs. To be eligible, undergraduate students must have completed at least three semesters at SNHU, have completed two or more literature courses beyond General Education requirements, and have maintained a GPA of at least 3.3. Graduate students must maintain a 3.3 GPA and have completed at least 6 semester hours at SNHU. Members wear red and black cords at graduation. (Symbol: S)
PRESENTATION OF DEGREE CANDIDATES

COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING, TECHNOLOGY, & AERONAUTICS
SCHOOL OF ARTS & SCIENCES
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
SCHOOL OF INTERNATIONAL ENGAGEMENT

Associate in Science or Associate in Arts
* With Honors (GPA 3.500–3.699)
** With High Honors (GPA 3.700–3.849)
*** With Highest Honors (GPA 3.850–4.000)

Bachelor of Science or Bachelor of Arts
* Cum Laude (GPA 3.500–3.699)
** Magna Cum Laude (GPA 3.700–3.849)
*** Summa Cum Laude (GPA 3.850–4.000)

The list of names published in this program is not an official list of degree recipients. Names listed here include those who have completed all of their degree requirements as well as those who are expected to complete their degree requirements by May 31, 2020. An official list of degrees conferred is maintained by the Office of the University Registrar.
The College of Engineering, Technology, and Aeronautics (CETA) is one of Southern New Hampshire University’s newest initiatives, underlining our continuing commitment to providing high-quality STEM programs. Our priority at SNHU is to provide students with the best possible learning environment. Top-notch faculty, advanced learning tools, and modern, cutting-edge facilities. The diverse faculty members within CETA bring with them a wealth of experience, including time spent designing videogames, serving in the armed forces, working as scientists and engineers. These faculty members help guide students through rigorous, hands-on curriculum as they spend time in the machine shop, robotics lab, aeronautics lab, electrical lab, wind tunnel, and other state-of-the-art tools available on campus. To us, success means students achieving their education and career goals—and we pride ourselves on providing them with the resources they need to do so.
Bachelor of Science

Rodolfo Acosta
Garnet Placido Antkowiak
Katelyn N. Banta
Riley Michael Bush
Alyssa Cote *
Colin John Fellows **
Nathan J Flowers
Andrew Mark Harrington **
Jing Ming Huang
Morgan Larissa Jaquith * CS
George Malota Landusberg
Jessica LaRoche
Airton Kevin Mendes de Pina
Christopher Nguyen *** CS
Brian Thomas O’Callaghan
Juan Reyes
Christina Mae Ryan * OO
Luis Maria Sanchez Ramon
Alexander Satrustegui
Lopetegui
Cameron Evan Schleicher
Pudt Singhri
Elliott Shaw Turner SGT
Sean Ryan Turner
Andrew Charles Walton
Tyler James Zering *
The mission of the School of Arts and Sciences is to educate students to live and work well and to be actively engaged in carrying out civic responsibilities. By connecting the humanities, sciences, fine arts, mathematics, technology, and social inquiry, students prepare for a community role that is as central to individual success as it is to a sustainable society. The School of Arts and Sciences delivers the General Education curriculum for all students in University College. Students of Arts and Sciences can pursue 18 different majors, 10 concentrations, and a wide array of minors. The arts and sciences curriculum serves as a gateway to many careers that already exist and prepares students for careers to come. Programs in the arts and sciences encourage critical thinking, empower students to try the new and dare the different, and help us understand the deepest forms of human expression. A creative mind is the highest recommendation for success in managing a complex world and living effectively in it.
Master of Science

Jerald Adcock
Jennifer S. Beaudin
Amy L. Bilodeau
Catherine Mary Burnes
Linnea Burns
Carol A. Crowley
Donald Cuerdon
Alexis Erin Dyer
Hayden Rose Elmendorf
Kara Govostes
Maria Garrity Grindle
Kiran Kumar Gunteru
Nicole Hovell
Meredith E. Hudanish
Robert Hutchinson III
Natalie A. Jacques
Jaclyn Anna Johnson
Kristian Jovanovich
Meghan L. Karhan
Patricia A. Ledoux
Emma Lensk
Carmen R. Letarski
Jason L. Levine
Jessica Lynn Lorento
Jennifer A. Mitchell
Gary Newton LS
Karyn G Owre
Jessica Renee Plante
Corey Robbins
Timothy W. Robbins
Stephen Shackelton
Dawn Thomas
Danielle M. Welter
Glenda M. West
Seth Zeigler

Bachelor of Arts

Emily Hannah Adler *** PC CS
Samantha Aguilar Hernandez *** AC CS
Stefania Arias-Tejeda
Wesley Jacob Ashford * S CS
Brooke Lauren Audet
Rosaline Skye Aurora
Hannah Marie Avila *** AC
Jacob Joseph Baggs
Samantha Lee Bailen ***
Lisa Anne Baldinelli *** AC OO S
Madisyn Frances Barone *** AC
Stephanie Irene Barr * Irem Bat
Megan Marie Boland ***
Brooke Anne Bolduc
Ryan Joseph Bombard
Lauren Elizabeth Borry
Derek Joseph Boucher *
Katherine Rose Brockway
Eric Bruno
Kathryn Elizabeth Buciak *
Madison Barbara Cameron *
Marcus Chavez
Hannah Marie Chick
Michelle Karen Clement ***
Ann-Marie Borofski Collins ***
Tyler Edward Corriveau ***
William Marcus Cotto Jr.
Jillian Marie Couto
Delaney Alexandra Cox
David Joseph Daigle
Khang Tat Dao *
Celine V Demanche
Christine Derba
Sarah Jayne Desaulniers *
Roberto Dion
Michael Joseph Doyle
Jacob Derek Dratner
Katie Driscoll *** CS
Reene A Dubuc *** AC
Hannah Rose Dumont
Stephanie Christina Ebert
Alexis Erin Emond CS
Kimberly M Farmer *
Mikayla Fiorillo CS
Ana Maria Fletcher
Samantha Ariana Frazer CS
Cameron John Frazier * CS
Kelly Jeanne Furdon APS
Victoria Lynn Gagnon
Kara L Gendron ** PC
Darlene Rose Gianatasio * PC
Taylor Nicole Gilcreast * PC
Stacia Rae Glover *
Gianna Rae Grafton
Colby James Griffon
Rebecca Marie Halloran *
Sarah Ann Harkness *
Joseph Francis Hession
Alison Elizabeth Hildreth ** PC APS
Alundra Marie Hooper
Jiawei Hu *
McKayla Lee Hutchins
Paige Arlene Hutchins * PC
Aytaf Ismayilova ***
Joshua Jackson *
Juliana Elaine Jesulaitis PC CS
Eva Maria Kathan ***
Cameron James Kearney
Ashwina Khapre *
Heather Knockaert * LS
Amber Nicole Krane
Catherine A. LaChance *
Gabriel James LaForge * CS
Dylan Matthew Lamontagne
Mason Lane *
Payton N Langley
Anna Marie Laugelle ***
Angela Michelle Leone *
Danielle M. Levesque PC
Joseph Dante Liciardello
Alison Claire LoPilato
Xuan Luo *
Kelsey M. Magoon
Aya Mahgoub **
Giovanni Maldonado
Emma Marie Marl *** AC PC
Graham Allyn Parker Masi
Sydney Nicole Mason
Thomas Evan Matijs ** CS
Jaele Ann Xin Matthieu ***
CS
Ethan Dewayne McAllister ***
Jessica Nicole McElwain
Erin McGillivray * CS
Samantha McGrath
Kayla Paige Merritt
Kaley Morgan Michaels
Rachel Leigh Milton
Jesina Tupouniua ** CS
Casey Elizabeth Mullen
Abigail Murray CS
Vennis Nhern
Erin Elizabeth O’Hara *** AC PC CS
Danielle Palmerino
Laine Elizabeth Parker
Elizabeth Pearson
Pasquale Joseph Perfetto III * PC
Kaila Philbrook * PC
Carolyn Joan Picard
Sarah Maria Piedmont *** Richelene Pierre
Alberto J. Pilot S
Molly May Plummer ** PC CS
Catherine Marie Racicot
Christopher R. Rambeau
Laura Yang Raymond *** PC
Gabriel Stewart Reim
Madison Alise Repetto
Troy Cyro Robinson Jr.
Leah Katherine Rodier *
Hannah Michelle Rowlett ***
Kayla Nicole Sanborn
Jillian Sandahl
Qiudi Shao ***
Shannon Dorothy Snyder *
Kayla Marie Starling
Kullen Patrick Steger *
Brielle Nicole Swift
Gina Marie Tarantino *
Julie Elizabeth Thomas ***
Isabel Ann Thorne ***
Dominique Treadwell ** S
James Thomas Troy Jr.
Jasmine M Tyrance
Julia Joanna Ucher * OO
Gabriella Gentile Vachon
Zirun Wang * DMD
Ruth Sarah Way ** S
Amanda Rose White *** CS
Mary Katherine Whitley
Christina Wierzbicki
Alexander Wilkinson
Emily Nicole Wise *** PC APS
Liping Zheng *

Bachelor of Science

Kyle Zachary-Robert Ackerman
Joseph David Anders *
Ryan Michael Anderson
Joshua Robert Mills *
Joshua D Misiano
Zainab Ayoub Naziri
Patrick Chijioke Ngoka
Christopher Joseph Nowalk
Megan A Palmer ** APS
Schyler M Palmer *
Ryan Christopher Pashnik
OO APS
Kathryn Anne Periquet
John F Pestana
Binh T. Pham
Nora Rose Poole
Justin Joseph Queen * CS
Melissa Racheal Racine
Fernando E Ramirez
Daniel Patrick Reardon
Matthew Scott Reed ** CS
Brian Scott Reynolds
Emily Mae Skelley *** PC APS CS
Cody Joseph St Clair
Ryan Turner ***
Ashley Elizabeth Warren ** PC APS
Dakema Lynn Welch *** PC OO APS CS
Brittany Wilkie *
Ethan R Wilson
Briana Jane Wright ** PC APS
Maria Rose Zelez

Associate in Science
Emily Viktoria Desrosiers
The School of Business at Southern New Hampshire University prepares students for successful careers through a commitment to exceptional teaching of business fundamentals, a relentless focus on the competencies and workplace skills that distinguish high performers in business, and partnerships with businesses and organizations that provide our students with workplace experience and an understanding of today’s business environments. The basic knowledge in accounting, economics, finance, marketing, management, leadership, and operations that every business student must attain is no longer sufficient to succeed. Students today need to be adaptable to succeed in a workplace where jobs that have never existed before are being created daily as new technologies provide opportunities and challenges. They need to understand the implications of a global marketplace that is fully connected and interdependent. And they need to approach every job as an entrepreneur, finding new and better ways of doing things. We pride ourselves on our exceptional faculty that provides a broad, relevant business education designed to launch our students on successful careers and lives.
Master of Business Administration
Youssaira Akennad
Zaid Alamar DMD
Saleh Khader Saleh Ali
Omodolapo Badirat Apanpa DMD
Furkan Cahit Ashaboglu DMD
Oscar Bahati
Sushmeet Bamrah
Levent Cakaloglu
Mattias Carey Astaburuaga DMD
Zihao Chen
Ramona Monica Ciucurita
Sydney L. Crema
Yiqiong Cui Qianwen Dai DMD
Colin J DeMello OO
Divyashree Abhilash DMD
Wenyue Du
Yazan Raed Mahmoud Haimur
Yalin Huang
Shawn Jyi Larivee
Lanjun Li
Zhiyi Li
Rongya Liu
Zihang Liu
Artapong Manorotkul
Lorilee Rose Mayberry S
Khaled Walid Dalifallah Mubarak
Austin C Ogiba
Satoko Onozawa
Wendy Paola Osypina
Betancur DMD
Jincheol Park
Joao Miguel Pinto Tavares de Brum
Melanie Elisabeth Rennie DMD PC APS CS
Eric L Ryan DMD
Christopher Antonio Spalthoff
Thawanrat Suwansichon
Mathaus Tabe
Tran Van Hien
Daravitou Ty
Zeqi Wei
Yuqing Wen
Sen Yang
Jie Zhang
Yuchen Zhang
Hai Zhao
Lichao Zhou
Anas Znine

Master of Science
Akhil Reddy Aeredla
Venkata Sai Samrat Akula
Moayyad Al Bokairat
Jawdat Mohammad Albatayneh
Kayke Ranucci Alves CS
Yawa A Asante
Deepika Bandaru Akshita
Yadav Baraiya Ajay
Rajdeep Bhimaraju
Brandon M Bolesh
Elizabeth Ann Bonilla
Austin Andrew Brucks
Dante John Cartolano DMD
Hang M Chang
Wei Ching Chen
Jaya Prakash Reddy C
Prithvi Raj Chigurupati
Joanne Sara Coffey CS
Jacob Collins
Shaun Michael Collupy
Ricardo Corredoura Marreiros
Tiago Rodrigo Da Silva Fernandes CS
Chandrika Daram
Brooke Christine Davis
Satya Sai Lakmi Venkata Reddy Desirreddy
Chaitanya Deviredy
Jessica Ann Dillon
Ousmane Djire
Sean Stephen Doherty
Vikram Dudipala
Sofia Eirasde Morais CS
Hayden Mac Ewell
Mohammed Faiz
Eris Ashley Foley
Tyler A. Foley
Matthew C Foster II
Joshua Jacob Goldstein
Shella Madhuri Gondi
Bhaskara Reddy Gopireddy
Sranvi Gottipati
Emily Pauline Gray
Sai Poojitha Gummadavalli
Venkata Sai Kumar Gundu
Yunfeng Han
Shaell Te Nelson Hechter LS
Dezheng Hong
Martin Curtis Hovland
Hsing Ping Hsu
Krishna Chaitanya Inampudi
Swathi Jangala
Wei Jing
Indrajeet Dilip Kadam
Praveen Kumar Kakumanu
Padmaja Kapa
Tyson Laa Deng
Anderson Paul Laflamme
Emily Jean Langlois DMD
Tfeilouha Sidi Lemrabort
Guohan Liu
Hebron Santiago Lorenzo
Mingyu Lyu
Jaime Nicole Mailloux
Omar Ahmad Malkawi
Keerthi Manne
Jacqueline Emmanuel Mazalla
Eric George Pelkey Menard
Alan Clevin Mendonca CS
Ershad Mohammad
Jack David Moloney
Victor Hugo Morales Avilos
Lindsey Rose Morris CS
Salma Murchid
Venkata Deepak Muktineni
Thara Muppidi
Will Patrick Murphy
Sowmya Myadala
Yashaswini Nagaraju
Nikhil Kumar Nakka
Pradeep Reddy Nalla
Sanddeep Narayan
Pooja Vasant Nikam
Sai Rithu Bharathi
Nimmagadda
Shova Niraula
Marc Christopher Nolin
Ashwin Kumar Opla Kannan
Christopher Manuel Pacheco CS
Shreya Padidhem
Isabella Maria Pagozzi
Parediguli Haibibu
Likitha Pasumarthy
Priyanka Patcha
Emily Raquel Peaslee
Hailey Pellerin
Joshua Robert Perrault
Venkatasaudarsana Nikhilesh Peteti
Malathy Prakash
Vishu Prasad
Pavitr Prathypaty
Timothy Price CS
Duncan Louis Rae
Soumya Rohkade
Matthew Elliott Rubenstein
Ganesh Kumar Sampangi
Grace Katherine Sargent
Ms Li Shen
Shreyta Shrestha
Cong Sima
Aibiramy Sivasonthy
Katherine Leigh Skrocki CS
Rushikesh Jayeshkumar Soni
Brett Thomas Strawn CS
Qing Su
Naga Swetha Surineni
Sai Kanaka Nandini Tamissetti
Krittima Tantisitkul
Radi F Tber
Srinath Tirunagari
Monsinee Vangipanakulchhaj
Nikhitha Vasam
Swetha Vipparthi
Zhuobing Wang
Huifeng Xie
Viswaja Yadlapalli
Saiteja Yapatala
Yuchen YeOnur Yigin
Tanatta Yodchomyan DMD
Madison Ann Young CS
Sneha S. Zanzane
Lina Zaoui
Boyan Zhang
Yuchen Zhao

Bachelor of Arts
Ali Al Hamran *
Sultan Hassan Alhumaidi
Muflih Abbasi Alrabah
Mohammed Alrabie
uke
Le Minh Cuong
Le Trung Kien **
Le Thi Mai **
Le Binh Minh
Le Thi Thung **
Le Thi Trang Thao *
Le Thu Thanh Thuy
Le Thi Trang **
Richard Leang
Kevin Lee *
Makyla Rose Lewellen **
Rachel Lillian Lewis
Andrew William Loraditch *
Daniel Stephen MacIsaac
Hannah M. Mailhot *
Ashley E Malone ESD
Brittany Elizabeth Manning ***

Jared Manning
Gwyneth H Manro
Melissa Nicole Markwarth
Ashley Marie Marrazzo ESD
Victoria Rae Mathieu **
Margaret Elizabeth McAlister
Alesha Marie McDormand
Kyle William McFadyen
Cameron Patrick McGrady ***

Dillon P McGrath
Kaitlyn Paige McLaren * CS
Jacqueline Marie Meaney ***
Brian Joseph Mickalay **
Sarah E Miksek
Anthony Frank Milano **
John Anthony Miller Jr. ***
DMD
Jacob James Minassian
Virginia Assis Miranda * DMD CS
Kate Elizabeth Misioski **
Abby Elizabeth Mitchell **
DMD
Nicolas Joseph Morin
Ingrid Margaret Morton *** PTK
Ryan C. Moskevich
Bryce Steven Mullen
James Patrick Mullen
Nicholas Joseph Munoz
Alanna Rose Murphy ***
Christina Rose Natola *
Benjamin William Newman **

Douglas O’Brien
Matthew A O’Brien
Brendan Patrick O’Neil
Sarah Ocampo **
Keziah Sandrene Odom * DMD CS
Jana Oelofse ** DMD CS
David Aiah Okoh
Garret Dunbar Oliviar ESD
Axel Olson
Jolene Marie Ouellette
Roy Bigogo Oyori
Ryan Christopher Paist
Zachary Palmer
Arianna Papathanasiou
Matthew Paradis CS
Nicholas M Paratore
Alexandra Middleton Parry *
Abhi A Patel
Julia Marie Payne *** DMD
Andre Silva Pereira *
Julia Noelle Perelgut CS
Veronica Perez Naranjo **
Kennedy J. Platt
William Matthew Polson *
Nicholas Anthony Previte
Madeleine I Prevost ***
Nathaniel J Procek ** DMD
Cameron Joshua Prusaczyk
Jake William Reed *
Brandon Andrew Rees *
Emily Ann Roan *
Alexis Jade Robillard **
Rachel Marie Romeo ***
Mitchell Stuart Rose
Jacob Rosen
Nicholas Scott Rossetti **
Shaelyn Roys * CS
Kasey Hanna Salter *** DMD CS
Anna Elizabeth Sangster
Zachary Santacroce
Francisco Jay Santiago
Tucker H. Santoro *** DMD
Taylor R. Sargent ** DMD
Brooke Jeanne Schreib ***
Matthew Philip Sciarra
Kyle Robert Sedler
Hélène Servais *** DMD CS
Connor Howard Severance ***
Ryan Jacob Severin
David Matthew Sher
Peter James Sillich **
Brandon Michael Simpson
Victoria Leigh Smith *
Robert R Smyth Jr. *
Lynne Marie Snook ** CS
Christina Maria Spanos ***
Marissa Carrie Stacy *
Matthew H Stanley **
Kate E Stantial * CS
Erin Stearns *
Denna M Steigerwalt ***
DMD CS
Kaleb Mathew Stinehelfer
Timothy Robert Tancrede Stollstorff
Alden William Strecker IV
Jason C. Sulmonetti
Kelsey Annmarie Sundstrom
Peter Fancis Sweeney
Mackenzie Tanner *
Andrew Teague
Silvana Cecile Terranova ***
DMD CS
Molly Ann Terry
George Joseph Tessier Jr
Noppadol Thamrong
Zachary Thomas Thibeault * CS
Ryan Jacob Tibbo **
Danielle Chase Tompkins **
DMD
Kyle Reese Torok
Tara J Torrisi ***
James Trainor
Joshua Stephen Tranack
Hung Van Tran ***
Lucas Trimmer
Erin Mackenzie Tyrrell ***
John J. Ulichney
Elizabeth Ryan Ux *** DMD CS
Sebastiaan Bernardus Van Biezen ** DMD
Willem Jacobus Van Biezen * DMD
Melanie Villandry
Stephen Ross Vining Jr. **
Kayla Marie VonKahle
Nicholas Lee VonSchantz-Riccil ***
Vu Thi Phuong Anh
Marlene Walkenfors ***
Yanan Wang
Ryan P Warner * DMD
Charlotte Stephanie Webb ***
Zachary James Wekstein
Nicholas White
Jake Oliver Whiting
Magdalena Whitemore ***
Briana N. Whynott
Elin Michelle Wierzbiicki ** CS
Skyler J Wilkinson
Alyssa Kathleen Willey
Cameron T Wilson
Lisha Xu *
Alexander Joshua Young ** CS
Angela Grace Young
Fangnan Zhu *
Serena Lee Zingale ***

Associate in Science
Anna Rosalie Dimaggio
Raykwon Michael Forcier
Connor Gherlone
Founded in 2004, the School of Education, provides undergraduate, graduate, and doctoral programs to more than 700 students each year. The School of Education is committed to creating a better tomorrow by preparing students to be knowledgeable, reflective leaders, responsive to the needs of a diverse society. The School of Education is strongly focused on teaching. Our faculty takes great pride in working closely with our students in a rigorous, practitioner-based program that leads to teacher certification. We have built strong partnerships with schools throughout the region that are committed to providing extensive clinical experiences in classrooms for our students as early as freshman year. Our recently redesigned undergraduate teacher education program will allow our teacher education candidates to spend their entire senior year in a school placement.
Master of Education

Rebecca Berger  PLT
Martha A Bernier
Aaron Jason Andre Blais
Beth Boyer
Crystal Burns-Koch
Sarah Caouette
Jessica Leigh Carignan
Dawn M Connelly
Shannon Connolly
Sara Ann Conrad  PLT
Erin Lee Copeland
Jacquelyn Cornwell
Maureen Elizabeth Corsetti
Colby
Kathleen Costa
Ronald D. Cote
Sara E. Coulters
Bronda Crosby  LS
Katlin S. Bartell
Colleen Currier
Tony Johnathan Dailey
Anna Davenport
Robert Louis DeCicco
Carla Dionne
Emily Rose Dodd  PLT
Amanda Ducharme
Lisa Walaas Dufour  PLT
Karlee Jane Erickson  PLT
Suzanne Marie Farrell  PLT
Aaron Matthew Fitzgibbons
Michele Lynn Fontaine
Amanda Fredette
Rebecca M. Friend
Robert W Fuller  PLT
Kelly Garas
Laura Garside
Kelley Anne Genest
Lila C. Gilbreath
Kathleen Gillis  PLT
Erin Grube
Matthew T Hammond
Lisa Hernandez Parsell
Danielle S. Hodgdon
Karla Rae Hoggard  ASL LS
Samantha Michelle Holberg
Jennifer Jacoby
Jane Perkins Jepson
Bianca Gynan Jones  LS
Phillip Jones

Kara Marie Jutras
Allison Dory Keane  PLT
Annah K. Kelley
Kori Lyn Kennedy
Marie Anna Kirk
Christopher Knoetig
Brandon Scott Lane
Mark Wilfred Leavitt
Daniel A. Legro
Jennifer Martel  PLT
Julia Anne Masury
Philip W. Matzke Jr.
Casey J McGill  PLT
Rebecca Dawn Merrow  PLT
Sara Joyce Metzler
Hannah Millon–Garvey
Lisa Christine Mobus
James F. Mullen, Jr
Elizabeth Murphy  PLT
Sean Murphy  PLT
Stephanie Maria Noonan
Kelly O’Donnell
Meghann Oquendo
Michael Z Parker  PLT
Walter F. Petig Jr.
Bethann Pirie
Madison Platte  DMD PLT
Lauren Podbelski
Jeffrey Jean Poulin  DMD
Shana L Quirion
Emily Helen Reed
Jeffrey John Rouleau
Holly Lynn Rousseau
Kyle Russell
Susan Margaret Russell
Jennifer Marie Sabine  LS
Kathryn Emily Sampson
Rachel Scanzani
Tara Schneider
Erin Seguin
Victoria Shuman
Robert M. Souter III
Kelsey Spaulding
Lisa M. Spinelli  PLT
Jamie A Spittle  PLT
Kaitlyn Jennifer Steve  PLT
Caitlyn Claire Tessier
Elizabeth Paley Tong
Danielle Tucker
Kerry Anne Twomey
Jennifer Vesey
Alice M. Whalen
Matthew Willis  PLT

Bachelor of Arts

Michala Ruth Allen ** PLT
Alexandra Marie Arnold *
Sara Jean Ball ***
Anna Mikaela Barry ** PLT
CS
James Scott Bucchero
Jillian Claire Burns
Jennifer Rose–Marie Bush
Leah Catherine Carfagno  PLT
Dominic Vincent
Casamassima ** CS
Teresa Maria Cosentino * PLT
CS
Alexandra Elizabeth Daley
Sarah Catherine Daniels
Coleen Ann De Lanoy * OO PLT
CS
Jacqueline Dery *** PLT
Justin DiBenedetto
Lauren Ann Duquette * PLT
Hailey Marie Endyke **
Noah Robert Fandel ** PLT
CS
Kansas Fergusson ***
Hailey Alexis Francoeur * CS
Madeleine Elizabeth Frisella *** PLT
Cole Robert Gallagher * CS
Jordan Gentile *
Lauren Kay Gerhard ***
Adriana Nicole Giordano *** PLT
Alexia Linda Gorton *** PLT
Abigail Elizabeth Gouveia * PLT
CS
Lindsey Carole Grayson **
PLT
Meredith Ann Harrington *
Olivia Cathryn Hastings
Nicoles M Hodgdon ***
Maura Katherine Intonti
Aliess Steven John *** PLT
Daniel Michael Kennedy *** PLT
Steven Scott Langenfeld **
PLT
CS
Kealoha Mae Lopez * S
Kyle MacKay
Emily Rose Major * PLT
Margot Joanne Martin ***
Mikaela Rose McGowan * PLT
Samantha A Meletis ***
Michael E Morehouse Jr. **
Somally J. Moul ***
Hailey Marie Murphy **
OO PLT
Lindsey Rose Naticchioni ** PLT
Jamie Lee Nazarro *** PLT
CS LS
Goran Pashich Orr **
Torrey Christine Parnell ***
PLT
CS
Samantha Nichole Poitras *
PLT
CS
Angela Joan Portalla
Amanda Posik  PLT
CS
Isabella Catherine Proia ***
PLT
CS
Madison Reilly Rabbit
Sabrina Michelle Rivers ***
PLT
Emilee Rose Spampinato
 *** PLT
CS
Haley Noel Stamboch
Taylor Catherine Sullivan
** PLT
Derick L. Swenson
Jaclyn Marie Tinnirella ***
PLT
Amanda Rose Toner **
Deanna Nicole Torres  LS
Kayla M Vanagel **
PLT
Jordan Wade *
Claire Bridget Walsh
Alexandra Marie Wardwell
Jessica Elizabeth Ware *
Sierra Joye Wasserman ***
Victoria Rose Yellman  CS
Jocelyn Rose Zimmerman ***
PLT
The School of International Engagement (SIE) develops and promotes global experiences through a wide range of academic, co-curricular and extra-curricular programming and offers high touch services aimed at meeting the needs of international learners, on-campus and at its overseas locations in Malaysia and Vietnam. The programs and services offered through the School of International Engagement foster a culture of pluralism and create environments where students are immersed with people, ideas and places that represent a wider world view. Programs and services are designed to engage learners in global perspectives, guide them to reflect on their place in the world, and position them to be active participants in an increasingly interconnected world.
Master of Science
Tu T. Bui
Van T. Bui
Silvia Marguerite Cametti
Dang Thi Phuong Thao
Thuy Thi Dang
Dinh Thi Phuong Thao
Dinh Thi Thanh Xuan
Ghofrane Echala
Raymond P. Fortier
Hoang Thi Dao
Phuc Thi Minh Hoang
Hoang Thi Minh Trang
Cham T. Lanh
Linh Thi Ngoc Le
Trang Quynh Le
Nicole M. Miller
Chinh T. Nguyen
Cuong Phu Nguyen
Ha V. Nguyen
Hang Thi Thanh Nguyen
Nguyen Hong Hanh
Hoa Mai T. Nguyen
Nguyen Thi Huyen
Linh Phuong Nguyen
Ngoc B. Nguyen
Nhung T. Nguyen
Thach N. Nguyen
Nguyen Thi Dieu Thuy
Nguyen Thi Huyen Trang
Trang T. Nguyen
Van T. Nguyen
Courtney Perron
Hanh T. Pham
Ta Ngoc Tram
Anh T. Tran
Linh T. Tran
Nga T. Tran
Laura van der Doorn
Wei Wu
Hirona Yamamoto
Ronglin Zhu DMD

Bachelor of Science
Ang Sean Yang
Arvind Bharat
Bui Quang Anh
Bui Quoc Huy
Kimberly Chiew Huey Teng
Han Yang Chin
Leon Chin Yi
Young Jae Choi
Chong Kok Seam
Yao Wen Chow
Sharon Sharmilla D’Cruz
Dai Duong Dao **
Dao Phuong Thao
Dao Thi Kim Tuyen *
Do Thi Hue **
Do Thi Thanh
Do Thi Thanh **
Duong Manh Cuong
Dunley Foo
Nozimjon Gafurov
Ho Khanh Thien
Hoang Phuong Anh
Hoang Thi Hoan
Hoang Viet Thang
Hoang Huy Thanh ***
Hor Lily
Huynh Thu Giang
Huynh My Linh Thi
Jae Woong Kang
Jaiprada Karlinagaran
Khoo Lay Tin
Min Jung Kim
Tae Kun Kim
Lam Wei Jian
Lee Jin Feng
Lim Victor Chun Howe *
Long Tian Shon
Low Wei Hon
Low Zhi Miah
Loy Wei Lyem
Luu Thi Hue **
Mai Linh *
Dania Arifin Bt Mohd
Hussain **
Ng Carmen
Ng Chein Shuin
Duong Thuy Nghiem
Ngo Ly Ly
Nguyen Hai Anh
Nguyen Nhat Anh
Nguyen Thi Quynh Anh
Nguyen Kim Chi
Nguyen Thuy Duong
Nguyen Khanh Duy
Nguyen Thi Huong Giang
Nguyen Thi Hien
Nguyen Ngoc Hieu ***
Nguyen Hong Hoa
Nguyen Quang Huy
Nguyen Khanh Linh
Nguyen Thi Kim Oanh
Nguyen Van Long
Nguyen Tuet Mai
Nguyen Hanh Minh Thi ***
Nguyen Thi Que
Nguyen Xuan Son *
Nguyen Thao Linh **
Nguyen Thi Thuy Linh
Nguyen Ngoc To Anh
Nguyen Ngoc Vu
Nguyen Thi Bich Ngoc
Nam Kyeong Park
Pham Thi Thu Ha
Pham Huyen Thanh *
Phan Ha Anh Thi *
Phan Thi Thu Huong
Phung Thi Chuc
Suleman Jamshed Qureshi
R.Uthayamurthy Naidu
Radhakrishnan
Sia Zhiau Chyng
Soh Yee Ling *
Ta Cong Minh **
Ta Anh Tuan *
Tan Hui Ying *
Tay Jun You
Teoh Mun Hong
Than Thi Van Anh
To Khanh Linh
 Tran Viet Bach ***
Tran Thi Thuy Dung
Tran Hoang Hoai Phuc **
Tran Minh Quyet **
Tran Thu Thao Thi ***
Trinh Thi Bich Ngoc *
Trihn Ngoc Son Ca
Trinh Nguyen Thuy Linh ***
Truong Hong Son
Ung Li Yee
Uong Thi Thanh Thuy
Vu Ha Chi
Vu Khanh Hoa *
Vu Quang Hung ***
Woon Jia Hui
Yap Tze Xuan
Yeo Choo Kian
Geraint Yew Kian Foo
Belinda Yew Phing Phing
Yong Wei Jian
Lilian Yoong Zi Ying **
Congratulations to our newest graduates!

We are proud to welcome you to the SNHU Alumni Association, and honored to celebrate your accomplishments and the determination that got you here today. You're joining the ranks of more than 155,000 SNHU alumni worldwide, a diverse and accomplished network of professionals, community leaders, and change makers.

Remember that your alma mater is here for you after you graduate, with a multitude of ways to stay connected to the SNHU community, from volunteering as a career coach to building your regional SNHU network to attending regional and virtual events.

Be sure to visit alumni.snhu.edu to update your alumni profile, leverage career resources, learn about upcoming events, access other great benefits, and find meaningful ways to continue your journey with SNHU.

With Penmen Pride,

---

John "JR" Ristaino '82
President of SNHU Alumni Association
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